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Mobile technologies are infiltrating our everyday lives, rapidly changing the ways in which we live 

and communicate. As these new technologies emerge and percolate into everyday lives, libraries 

face an awesome task; to adapt their often heavily bureaucratic structures to create and deliver 

effective mobile services to users whose ownership of smartphones and mobile devices is 

skyrocketing.  

 

As the options for creating mobile services are vast and potentially have an infinite price tag, it is 

important that libraries consider the needs of their users, resources available to them, and the 

innovative new mobile service options in combination to develop a flexible and effective library 

service. M-libraries 4 provides an array of case study examples illustrating how mobile library 

services have been successfully developed and implemented. It serves as an invaluable 

companion to anyone looking at developing mobile service provision.  

 

Aims 

 

M-libraries 4 is a perfect example of collaboration and sharing of innovation in order to drive 

aﾗヴ┘;ヴS デｴW ﾏﾗHｷﾉW ﾉｷHヴ;ヴｷWゲ ;ｪWﾐS;く Aゲ Bﾗﾗデｴ ゲデ;デWゲ ｷﾐ デｴW aﾗヴW┘ﾗヴS けIa ﾏﾗHｷﾉW ;IIWゲゲが ヴWゲW;ヴIｴ 
and reading are to become seamless in libraries, informed design and transparent 

Iﾗﾏﾏ┌ﾐｷI;デｷﾗﾐ ;Hﾗ┌デ ﾉｷHヴ;ヴｷWゲ IﾗﾉﾉWIデｷ┗W Waaﾗヴデゲ ┘ｷﾉﾉ HW ﾆW┞げふヮく┝┝ぶく 
 

By bringing together three distinct sections, aptly and positively named Transformation, 

Inspiration and Implementation, the text aims to inform, inspire and sow seeds of potential. It 

achieves these aims comprehensively. An international outlook with global contributions from 

India to Scotland and Nigeria to Australia, the text is perfect for an international audience and 

anyone interested in mobile technologies. 

 

M-libraries 4 is based on the proceedings of the Fourth International M-libraries Conference held 

in Milton Keynes in 2012. It encompasses the energy and possibilities that the conference (held 

once every two years) holds to spark connections and ideas between innovators in the field. 

 

Structure  

 

The text is split into three sections, allowing for a structured awareness of the key areas, trying to 

bring order to a diverse array of examples from differing contexts.  

 

Section 1 is aptly named Transformation. It provides a myriad of examples of new mobile 

initiatives which have been implemented in a range of different contexts. Notable examples 

include the introduction of a live lab initiative renting out mobile devices to users, and the use of 



QR codes and twitter which have been employed as tools to develop and promote library 

services.  

 

SWIデｷﾗﾐ ヲが Iﾐゲヮｷヴ;デｷﾗﾐが Iﾗ┌ﾉS ;ﾉゲﾗ HW ﾐ;ﾏWS けPﾗデWﾐデｷ;ﾉ ﾗa ﾏﾗHｷﾉW ゲWヴ┗ｷIWゲげく Iデ ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSWゲ SWデ;ｷﾉWS 
accounts of initiatives implemented in a variety of international settings which demonstrate the 

potential for mobile services to innovate, energise and invigorate library services. Some of the 

best demonstrations of such potential are the use of a text reference service, responsive web 

design on a library website and m-education in India.  

 

Section 3, Implementation, is an array of differing examples of more established mobile services, 

implemented and reviewed by the authors. An overriding theme in this section is the caution 

which should be shown when implementing mobile initiatives, as most chapters document 

challenges faced following implementation. Examples of this can be seen in the chapter on use of 

iPads by library staff to answer enquiries, and the development and implementation of an 

institutional mobile app.  

 

Themes  

 

Kﾐﾗ┘ ┘ｴ;デ ┞ﾗ┌げヴW ┘ﾗヴﾆｷﾐｪ ┘ｷデｴ 

On overriding theme in the text is the need, when developing mobile services, to know your 

┌ゲWヴゲが ゲデ;aa ;ﾐS デｴW デWIｴﾐﾗﾉﾗｪ┞ デｴ;デ ┞ﾗ┌げヴW ┘ﾗヴﾆｷﾐｪ ┘ｷデｴく E┝ヮWIデ デﾗ ｴ;┗W デﾗ WS┌I;デW Hﾗデｴ ┌ゲWヴゲ 
and staff in the new technology that you introduce. Knowing your user base is key, and context is 

vital.  

 

Context is vital  

There are a couple of examples of case studies in the text which verge on representing the 

seeking out of mobile services, not for user needs, but to keep pace with the latest fashionable 

and gimmick-led mobile technology craze. This misguided motivation leads to the development 

of services surplus to requirements which take up valuable time and resource. Rather, it is 

ｷﾏヮﾗヴデ;ﾐデ デﾗ デｷW ﾐW┘ ゲWヴ┗ｷIWゲ SｷヴWIデﾉ┞ デﾗ デｴW ┌ゲWヴげゲ ﾐWWSゲが ;ﾐS デｴW IﾗﾐデW┝デ ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ ┘ｴich the 

mobile service will be developed.  

 

The potential of mobile services is vast, but demonstrate caution 

Another theme which seeps from the text is the vast potential of the mobile services which are 

rapidly evolving. Such services have the potential to snowball into exciting new areas, pushing 

boundaries. However, particularly the chapters in section 3, warn of the unforeseen challenges, 

many of which are an inevitable consequence of new technology in a fresh environment, which 

occur following the implementation of new initiatives. Key to minimising these risks, the authors 

conclude, is thorough research into your context prior to implementation.  

 

Limitations 

 

The major shortcoming of the text is its lack of future proof content. It tries, successfully, through 

a compilation of research examples which avoid sweeping statements, to provide an overview of 

mobile technology developments in the library sphere. However, its contents, from the 

proceedings of a conference held in 2012, are, even now, becoming outdated and superseded by 

newly emerging mobile technologies. The text tries to capture a context which is developing at an 

almost uncatchable pace.  

 

Conclusion 



 

Despite the obvious limitation discussed, the text is of great value in is its ability to inspire and 

demonstrate successful innovation through a myriad of mobile service initiatives. Overall the text 

emits a sense of optimism and successfully captures the potential of mobile services in a rapidly 

evolving technological world.  

 

M-librarｷWゲ ヴげs strength lies in its potential to inspire and fuel further mobile service initiatives in 

libraries across the world, illustrating lessons which can be learnt from developments in the area 

so far. It sets the stage for the next publication of proceedings from the 5
th

 M-libraries conference 

to be held in Hong Kong in 2014 and inevitable exciting future developments in the area.  
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